5G Radiation & Frequencies
Frequencies are the vibrations which surround you affecting your state of mind.
People who work in offices every day have a different mental state to those who work outside on farms
or building sites.
Concentrating at work or on a computer forces your brain to focus on a very narrow band of thought or
frequency.
Periods of fresh air & intervals of walking outside can release this mental tension.

But there are a lot of other ways to release tension; yoga, meditation, slow chill music, sport, exercise
etc..
You should also be aware that the television is an insidious subversive attacker of your docile,
"state of equilibrium".

While you relax at home in front of the television, you are not only being indoctrinated by your
Governments current agendas inserted into dramas but your confidence, security & fear are being
sabotaged.
Have you ever wondered why there are so few positive dramas in TV programming?
Have you noticed how, after a particularly gruelling drama, as you walk away, you are left with the
feelings portrayed in the drama. Fear, jealousy, guilt which have been planted into your mind.
These are the residual emotions that your brain falsely interprets as your own personal experience.

Our planetary leaders have been aware of the effects of frequencies on the world populations for
thousands of years. In the past The Pope was alleged to have banned the music of the Benedictine
Monks Choir which was said to be so beautiful that it actually healed people.
Later on, the basic frequency of all western music was changed to avoid certain healing frequencies.
We also now find that our televisions & sound systems are being downgraded to the mp3 format which
is a fraction of the quality of the CD Quality systems we used to have. And sound system are low
quality.

Frequencies are not particularly difficult to understand. It is the difference between being happy or sad.
Some people make you happy, some people make you sad.
Having a mind open to the sky expands your mind, feeds it with energy, increases your abilities &
expands your consciousness.

The government is a collective administration of public servants & civil servants who are paid by The
State out of public taxes to serve the country & the population.
Unfortunately they have now been corrupted by evil criminals to betray us & the country.

They are now taking away our freedoms & society because the psychopathic leaders don't want us to
be happy.
We can see by analysing their current Lockdowns of the population, after the fake pandemic, what their
objectives are.
The psychopathic predators want to destroy; your love, happiness, hugs, family love, freedom, dancing
& music, because they have no love, only hate, greed & power. They want to trap you in a Vaxxine
reduced reality.
They suffer from a paranoid psychosis which makes them want to control everybody & everything.
They want your children as slaves.

What has this got to do with frequencies then?
They are now creating a 5G Radiation Grid which will form a radiation cloud over all of our cities.
Apart from vaxxing, tracking, tracing & controlling you, it will disconnect you from the sky & the healing
frequencies of energy which some people are aware of & able to use to heal others. (Reiki)
5G is one of the prison walls to keep us out of the way, in a city prison, as they party on the beach.
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